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See image bottom right Also a shallower helix encloses the tower, acting as a ramp for circulation that weaves
in and out of the building. Combining these ideas presented by installation artists, graffiti artists and architects
it is clear how these ideas could merge together to create a resonance of a residual site. This thesis will explore
how temporary architecture can provide the catalyst needed to reach a large audience and leave a resonance of
the potential of the site in the minds of the public. The fleeting quality of temporary architecture allows the
public to relate with it and its limited lifespan. Working in tandem with a method of temporality a result
should be expected in a quick, effective manner. The model is constructed of a bass wood frame, with a
vellum screen in front of a piece of knit fabric, using a variety of stitches and needle sizes to vary the density
of fabric. Step two of this process and methodology exploration will be experimentation with material in
architectural form. The use of the woven textile fabric not only would create a situation where the skin,
structure, Thesis Prep I - Prospectus 11 systems, and circulation would all be created through the strength of a
single material, but also an experience of the ephemeral, seeing the process of the woven carbon fibers and
how they delicately are designed to work in tension. To take lessons learned from the experimentation to
create a successful catalyst which is able to resonate the potential of the site throughout the community. Ideas
for Future Research The next area of exploration for temporal catalytic architecture is researching the potential
of the same catalytic results at a larger urban context. Dating back to the middle ages there are examples of
temporary architecture and design playing significant roles in shaping events and celebrations. It is through
opening this door of awareness, understanding and potential that the public has the power to make the next
move, and the purpose of the architecture is complete. Evidently a very important type of architecture for the
evolution of culture which, however, architects did not care to know until today! That is because a large
majority of installation art is temporary. The exhibit showcased the wide range of emerging fabric and textile
technologies. An artist is given a short period of time to present their ideas and to make an impact. They are
often the result of infrastructure or city growth, which bypassed a certain area. Through exploring the process
as well as possibly fabric as an option will further enhance the result created by the combination of temporal,
catalytic architecture for a chosen site. It is highly visible as it is directly adjacent to the Roxbury Crossing
Orange Line stop and bus stop for multiple routes. While this piece is permanent it is easy to imagine the
combination of material, form, site and environment creating the same effect in a temporary condition as well.
We have lost this world by the evolution of 'analytic' type of thinking: which keeps us flooded with endless
informations and fields of "knowledge". Many disciplines examine the idea of temporality, catalyst, and
residual sites as it relates to urbanity, architecture, art, history and philosophy. Thesis Prep I - Prospectus 12
Findings The significance of the thesis will be to look at new ways of thinking about city planning and urban
design in an updated, and less static way. Each project is designed in such a way that it moves and sways in
the changing wind. Janet Echelman understands how art and form can be used as a catalyst for everything
from revitalizing a space to inspiring a culture. Their anonymous presence throughout cities is their way of
operating as a catalyst, which gets people to talk and think about their works.


